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ABSTRACT
Analyzing simulation algorithm performance is cumbersome:
execute some runs, observe a performance metric, and analyze the results. Often, the results motivate follow-up experiments, which in turn may lead to additional experiments,
and so on. This time-consuming and error-prone process can
be automated with planning approaches from artificial intelligence, making simulator performance analysis more convenient and rigorous. This paper introduces Alesia, a prototypical system for automatic simulator performance analysis. It is independent of any specific simulation system
and realizes a hypothesis-driven approach to evaluate performance.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.6.7 [Simulation and Modeling]: Simulation Support
Systems; I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]: Plan execution,
formation, and generation

General Terms
Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
Performance Analysis, Experiments, Planning, Simulation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Many new simulation algorithms are presented every year,
e.g., to address new trends in hardware (like GPUs or manycore CPUs), new methodologies (like multi-scale or approximative simulation), or new requirements (like scalability or
adaptivity). Yet, the methodology with which these simulators are evaluated has not been improved much over the past
decades. Performance experiments are still done manually,
in the sense that experiment setup, experiment execution,
data analysis, and potential follow-up experiments are typically configured and triggered by hand.

However, simulation algorithm performance studies are often quite similar. They investigate similar metrics — usually
execution time — and have to cope with similar challenges:
the benchmark models must be realistic, comparisons to alternative configurations or competing approaches must be
statistically sound, execution times may vary drastically between models, and so on. With the advent of general simulation frameworks (e.g., [22, 12]) and abstraction layers for
simulation experimentation (e.g., [21, 7]), it is possible to
further automate simulator performance analysis, making it
easier and faster to carry out.
Additionally, automated experimentation tools could also
reduce some forms of cognitive bias introduced by the experimenters. Bias comes in many forms (e.g., see [25]) and
may lead, for example, to wrong conclusions regarding the
generality of results. Note, however, that such tools may
also introduce bias themselves, e.g., by choosing one kind of
experimentation technique over another. In any case, automated experimentation tools could help to ensure that experimentation techniques are used as intended, and thereby
safeguard the validity of a performance study.
The main idea put forward in this paper is to further automate simulator performance analysis by closing the gap between analyzing results and starting follow-up experiments.
This is done by employing a planning algorithm that triggers configurable sub-experiments. Ideally, an experimenter
would only have to model the domain of interest (e.g., simulation algorithms and benchmark models) and could then
submit hypotheses to the system. The goal of the planner is
to falsify a given hypothesis by executing sequences of suitable sub-experiments. If the hypothesis cannot be falsified
by these attempts, it is corroborated.
After illustrating the purpose of our approach with a more
detailed usage scenario (Section 2), we sketch out our current
prototype (Section 3) and give a brief example (Section 4).
Then, we discuss related approaches (Section 5) and future
work (Section 6).

2.

USAGE SCENARIO

Consider the comparison of some simulator A with a competing simulator B. Simulator B is optimized for large models, so we assume it is faster than A if the model size exceeds
xhyp entities. We can formally express this hypothesis with
first-order predicate calculus, e.g.,
∀m ∈ M : moreEntities(m, xhyp ) ⇒ f aster(B, A, m) (1)
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where M is the set of all models that A and B can sim-

ulate. The predicate moreEntities is true iff the model
size exceeds our threshold xhyp , and the predicate f aster
is true iff simulator B is faster than A when simulating m.
Note that f aster is also just a predicate and can be defined arbitrarily, e.g., to compare both wall-clock times and
CPU times: f aster(A, B, m) ⇐⇒ f asterCP U (A, B, m) ∧
f asterW CT (A, B, m).
To falsify the hypothesis in (1), we have to find a counterexample, i.e., a model m0 ∈ M that contains more than
xhyp entities, so that moreEntities(m0 , xhyp ) is true, but
where simulator A outperforms simulator B, so that f aster(B, A, m0 ) is false. M is the set of all possible input models, so it is prohibitively large in general. We therefore sample and test only a subset of elements from M.
Given some model m ∈ M, we can check whether the implication in (1) is true by evaluating both moreEntities and
f aster. While moreEntities merely requires to compare the
number of model entities with xhyp , f aster requires to execute simulations of model m with both simulator A and
simulator B. Execution times are noisy, so multiple simulation runs might be required to arrive at a conclusion, and a
statistical test should be used to interpret the results. The
following outcomes are possible:
1. B outperforms A: f aster(B, A, m)∧¬f aster(A, B, m)
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Figure 1: Execution of Alesia: a problem (red)
is solved by planning and executing experiments
(blue), which yields a result (green).

could help to identify the regions of the model space M
where B may not outperform A, and to focus the sampling
on these regions. However, this approach is only promising
if the performance of A and B is indeed predictable from
the observed model features.
Yet another approach would be to first analyze the sensitivity of simulator performance with respect to model size.
The resulting knowledge on interactions between different
factors could also help to sample more promising candidates
from M, even if simulator execution times are hard to predict.

2. A outperforms B: f aster(A, B, m)∧¬f aster(B, A, m)
3. A and B perform similarly:
¬f aster(A, B, m) ∧ ¬f aster(B, A, m)
4. A, B, or both crashed.
5. Another error occurred.
While a failure handling mechanism can deal with outcomes 4 and 5, the relevance of outcomes 1–3 depends on the
goals of the experiment, i.e., the hypothesis to be falsified.
In case of the hypothesis in (1), encountering outcomes 2
or 3 should terminate the experiment, and the experimenter
should be notified about the counterexample m. If this outcome could not be provoked for any model until the allocated
computational resources are exhausted, the hypothesis could
not be falsified and is thus corroborated.

Choosing a suitable experiment setup.
Although the hypothesis in (1) is rather simple, there are
various ways to attempt its falsification. The most straightforward approach is to randomly sample from M, execute
both simulators A and B on m for a fixed number of times,
and then apply a statistical test to their run times. Yet, it
is still not clear how large the fixed number of executions
should be. Assuming a fixed budget of computing time, we
can either test fewer models more rigorously, or more models
less rigorously.
Also, the measured execution times might be normally
distributed. If this is the case, we could replace our (nonparametric) statistical test with a test that assumes normality and is thus more powerful. By letting a more suitable statistical test decide about additional simulation runs,
we could hence save many unnecessary simulation runs and
thus explore more models from M instead — our experiment
setup would be more efficient.
Another approach would be to train performance estimators for the simulators A and B, in order to predict their execution times with respect to various model features. This

Potential for Automation.
Each of the above experiment setups would work in principle. The list is not exhaustive, and there may be many
more alternatives for more complex hypotheses. However,
more powerful experiment setups are also more difficult to
realize, as they often require additional methods from machine learning, operations research, or statistics. Moreover,
many of these techniques are only applicable under certain
circumstances, so that their preconditions (e.g., assumptions
regarding statistical properties) need to be checked beforehand. The suitability of a setup also depends on user preferences, available performance knowledge (e.g., from prior
experiments or theoretical analysis), and the available techniques, as well as their interdependencies. For example, a
non-uniform sampling from M may require the results of a
prior sensitivity analysis.
All these techniques, their use cases, and their preconditions are hard to manage manually. Therefore, we need
dedicated software systems to automate performance analysis. They can assist experimenters by planning and executing suitable experiment sequences automatically, thereby exploiting all available techniques and domain-specific knowledge. Ideally, an experimenter would only have to declare
which simulators are of interest, which benchmark models
are available (i.e., how to sample from M), and which hypothesis should hold. By supporting more general hypotheses, e.g., referring to the predictability of simulator performance, one could also conduct exploratory experiments.

3.

A SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Alesia, our research prototype for automatic simulator
performance analysis, is written in Scala [20]. Thus, it is interoperable with any software that runs on the Java virtual
machine (JVM). To separate Alesia from the simulation
system under study, all experiment executions are delegated
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val result = submit (
SingleModel("java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem")
) (
TerminateWhen(WallClockTimeMaximum(seconds = 30))
) (
exists >> model | hasProperty("qss")
)

Figure 2: Sample problem definition, describing the
application domain (line 2), user preferences (l. 4),
and the hypothesis to be falsified (l. 6).
to a general interface. We provide a default implementation of this interface that is based on SESSL [7], a domainspecific language (DSL) to set up simulation experiments in
Scala. SESSL already supports several simulation systems,
including one that does not run on the JVM. Integrating
a simulation system supported by SESSL into Alesia is
trivial: for example, the integration of the modeling and
simulation framework JAMES II [12], which is used in the
example of Section 4, consists of three lines of code. Figure 1
illustrates the overall structure of Alesia. In the following,
we will walk through the major features of the system, in
their order of execution.

3.1

Problem Definition

To start an experiment, the user has to specify a hypothesis similar to (1). In principle, experiment hypotheses can
only be falsified (e.g., see [24]), yet our system currently interprets hypotheses as goals. Thus, to falsify a hypothesis
h, the system needs to be configured with a hypothesis ¬h.
Since the experiment’s hypothesis refers to entities in some
application domain, e.g., certain simulators and benchmark
models, all relevant elements of that domain need to be specified as well. This specification may also include existing
knowledge, e.g., stemming from previous experiments.
Besides specifying application domain and hypothesis, an
experimenter may also want to express certain preferences
regarding the actual execution. For example, the maximal
number of experiment actions to be executed could be given,
or the maximum amount of wall-clock time permitted to
attempt a falsification.
To make all this as simple as possible, we are developing embedded domain-specific languages for these tasks, i.e.,
small sub-languages implemented with Scala constructs. Figure 2 shows a very simple problem definition using these
languages. It declares the existence of a benchmark model
(see Section 4), it restricts overall execution duration to a
maximum of 30 seconds, and it hypothesizes that there is a
model with some property called qss (see Section 4). Technically, the experimenter simply calls a method submit (line
1 in Figure 2) with three sets of arguments: elements of the
application domain, user preferences, and experiment hypothesis. This triggers the execution process and eventually
returns the experiment results.

3.2
3.2.1

Planning
Planning Preparation

Not all planning algorithms can deal with all user-defined
aspects. For example, resource consumption may be easier to restrict during execution, instead of including it in the

Action loadSingleM odel:
precondition: ¬depleted ∧ ¬loadedM odel
effect: depleted ∨ loadedM odel //’or’: non-determinism
Action checkQSSP roperty:
precondition: loadedM odel
effect: hasP roperty(qss)∨ //’or’: non-determinism
(¬hasP roperty(qss) ∧ ¬loadedM odel)

Figure 3: Actions for the problem from Figure 2.

formal planning problem. A dedicated component, the planning preparator, therefore splits a submitted problem definition into a formal planning problem and an execution context. The former is processed by the planning algorithm (see
Section 3.2.2), while the latter holds all runtime information
not required by the planner (see Section 3.3). The planning
preparator also performs validity checks on the problem definition. This helps to rule out potential error sources before
a user is confronted with a failed planning attempt, which
can be hard to understand.
To prepare the planning problem, the planning preparator
scans the classpath for action specifications. Action specifications implement a common interface, and each may declare arbitrarily many concrete actions, depending on the
problem definition and on actions declared by other action
specifications. In our case, each declared action refers to
the execution of a concrete sub-experiment or data analysis
task. As the results of such tasks are typically unknown beforehand (see Section 2), the action effects are defined to be
non-deterministic, as shown in Figure 3.
The declaration of new actions is repeated until no new
actions are declared by any specification. This simple setups
allows to provide additional action specifications as external
plugins. It also allows to resolve inter-plugin dependencies
in a decentralized manner, since a specification may be configured to declare no concrete action unless, for example, a
certain kind of model is part of the problem definition. This
means that action specifications are able to self-select for
a problem definition, which reduces the number of concrete
actions and thereby the complexity of the planning problem.
Finally, all concrete actions are combined with formal representations of a start state and goal states; together they
define the planning problem. The start state is derived from
the application domain (line 2 in Figure 2), the goal states
are derived from the hypothesis (line 6 in Figure 2).

3.2.2

Non-Deterministic Planning

Since the exact outcome of an action, i.e., a sub-experiment,
is often unknown beforehand (see Section 3.2.1), we have
to solve a non-deterministic planning problem. Formally,
this means that the planning domain is a non-deterministic
state automaton, so there may be multiple potential successor states per state transition. Here, state transitions correspond to actions, so that each successor state represents a
possible outcome of a sub-experiment.
Non-deterministic planning is a difficult problem, as the
uncertainty regarding the outcome of each action must be
accounted for. This uncertainty also reflects on the kinds
of result a planning algorithm may yield (e.g., see [8, p.
403 et sqq.]): weak plans may lead to a goal state, while
strong plans will lead to a goal state, regardless of the spe-

if(¬depleted ∧ ¬loadedM odel)
use loadSingleM odel
else if(loadedM odel)
use checkQSSP roperty
else error

… SingleModel("java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem")

Problem Definition
loadedModel

Planning Domain

java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem

Figure 4: A policy for the problem from Figure 2,
relying on the actions from Figure 3.

cific outcomes of any action. So-called strong-cyclic plans
are in-between: they lead to a goal state under the assumption that there are no infinite cycles in the state space. It
seems unrealistic to expect strong plans in a domain like
performance analysis: if we could be sure that a hypothesis
can be falsified, we would not have to carry out the experiments in the first place. Therefore, experiment plans will
typically be either weak or strong-cyclic.
To create weak, strong, or strong-cyclic plans, Alesia currently uses symbolic model checking [8, p. 403 et sqq.],
following the approach by Cimatti et al. [4] (see Section 5
for a discussion on alternatives). The main idea is to represent sets of states via boolean functions, which can be
compactly represented as boolean decision diagrams (BDDs,
e.g., see [17]).
Start state,1 goal states, action preconditions, and action
effects are all represented by BDDs. This allows to express
operations on sets of states as logical operations on BDDs,
e.g., using f ∧ g to intersect the sets of states where f is true
and g is true, respectively. On this basis, one can now define
planning algorithms that find weak, strong, or strong-cyclic
plans [4, 8]. For weak and strong planning, we implemented
the algorithms as described in [8]. For strong-cyclic planning, we implemented Rintanen’s simplified version [23] of
an algorithm by Cimatti et al. [4].
While deterministic plans can be represented by action sequences, non-deterministic plans are represented by policies,
i.e., functions that map elements of the state space to actions. A policy determines which action to choose in a given
state, thus allowing, for example, to repeat sub-experiments
that failed before. A sample policy is depicted in Figure 4.

3.3

Plan Execution

The generated plan (i.e., policy) is now handed over to
an executor, which carries out the actual experiment. The
executor manages both the current state of the planning
domain and the execution context, which holds all other relevant data. At first, the executor queries the policy, which
decides upon the actions to be executed in the current state.
If multiple actions are available to approach the goal, a custom tie-breaking component is called to pick one of them.
This allows to implement additional heuristics, for example,
to detect when an action is executed repeatedly without affecting the current state, and to then choose an alternative
action. Such heuristics are particularly important if only a
weak plan was found (see Section 3.2.2).
Then, the selected action is executed and its results are
used to update both the current state of the planning domain
and the execution context. To make the results of the action
accessible to other actions, the execution context stores associations between literals in the planning domain and result
1

Technically, a function defining a set of start states.

… hasProperty("qss")
hasProperty(qss)

Execution Times

Execution Domain
Figure 5: Alesia separates problem definition, planning domain, and execution domain. Arrows show
the links between literals of the planning domain
and additional data required during execution.

data. For example, the existence of a performance estimator for some simulator A might be represented by a literal
P erf EstimatorA in the planning domain, which would be
associated with the actual estimator object stored in the execution context. A literal can be associated with multiple
objects in the execution context, and multiple literals can be
associated with the same object. This allows to share data
between actions: e.g., multiple analysis actions could rely
on the same performance data. The separation of planning
domain and execution domain is sketched in Figure 5.
Failures occurring during action execution are handled by
a dedicated component, which may decide, for example, to
abort the experiment or to ignore the error. The desired behavior can be configured by the experimenter, via user preferences (see Section 3.1). A separation of failure handling
and planning allows us to reduce the degree of uncertainty,
since in principle any kind of action can fail (see example in
Section 2). For experiments regarding robustness, actions
testing a simulator may catch potential exceptions themselves, and then return normally. Thus, the implementor of
an action is free to decide what is considered a failure, and
what can be expected as a normal result of the experiment.
Our current implementation simply executes the above
procedure sequentially, one action at a time. It should also
be possible to execute multiple available actions in parallel, since sub-experiments are independent of each other.2
Thus, we plan to distribute suitable sub-experiments to remote machines with an identical hard- and software setup.
More elaborate executor implementations could also exploit
heterogeneous sets of machines, thereby improving the applicability of the results.

3.4

Report Generation

Since the increased degree of automation may hide problems with the experiment setup, a crucial feature is the generation of detailed result reports. These should include the
raw data collected during the experiment, so that it is still
available for manual analysis. Besides increasing the trust
of the experimenters, this also helps with diagnosing experiment failures and with defining follow-up hypotheses. Currently, our system generates a result report that describes
each iteration of the plan executor (see Section 3.3), i.e.,
the current state of the planning domain, which experiment
action was chosen, and how the state changed after its execution. In the future, we plan to integrate plots for the
2

However, this would imply, for example, that the effects
of executed actions must not cancel each other out. Such
properties can be checked at runtime.
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4.

EXAMPLE: STOCHASTIC
SIMULATION ALGORITHMS

We now consider a more concrete example, similar to the
scenario described in Section 2. Our goal is to analyze
two variants of a stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) [11],
as implemented in the modeling and simulation framework
JAMES II [12]: the Direct Method (DM) [10] and the Next
Reaction Method (NRM) [9]. We assume that there is a
parameterization of the Linear Chain System benchmark
model [3] (a model consisting of a chain of chemical reactions) where DM should be faster than NRM, in terms of
wall-clock time (WCT). Additionally, we demand that this
model instance should be in a ’quasi-steady state’ (qss).
Here, a ’quasi-steady state’ means that performance-relevant
model features (e.g., model structure, number of entities,
etc.) are relatively stable during a simulation run, so that
execution time is approximately proportional to the number
of executed simulation events (see [6]).
The above scenario can be declared in Alesia as shown in
Figure 6. The user domain contains a set of model instances
(lines 2–4), defined by a model URI (line 2) and two model
parameters (lines 3 and 4). Additionally, the user domain
contains the declaration of two simulation algorithms (lines
5 and 6), which define unique string IDs (nrm, dm) for the
SESSL entities (see Section 3) that represent the simulators. The hypothesis (line 9) states that there is a model
with a certain property (here, qss), and that DM is faster
than NRM on this model. Additionally, we define that each
simulator should be executed for about one second of wallclock time (line 7) and that no more than 100 experiment
actions shall be executed (line 8).
Now, the overall procedure as outlined in Section 3.2 begins. At first, the planning preparator (see Section 3.2.1)
queries all action specifications. They declare an action for
sampling a model instance from the model set, an action for
checking the qss property of a given model, and an action to
compare two simulators on a given model. To make a valid
comparison, however, one also needs to know for how many
simulation events the given model should be simulated until execution times are not dominated by stochastic noise or
warm-up cost anymore. This data can be provided, for example, by a ’calibration’ action implementing an approach
as described in [6], and which is thus declared here as well.
If there would be no such action (or any alternative), the
user would be notified that no plan could be found.
In our case, the planner (see Section 3.2.2) is able to find
a (strong-cyclic) execution policy and hands it over to the
executor (see Section 3.3). The executor starts with sampling a model instance from the model set. Then, it could
either calibrate the simulators to this instance and compare
them, or check its qss property — the order of experiments
is not fixed, but depends on action interdependencies, e.g.,
the calibration has to precede the comparison. The simulator comparison applies a statistical test to the observed
execution times. If the performance comparison is ’successful’, i.e., DM outperforms NRM, and the qss property holds
for the given model, plan execution stops. Otherwise, the
action executions lead to a removal of the literals that represent the current model instance (and its calibration data)
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val result = submit(
ModelSet("java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem",
ModelParameter("numOfSpecies",1,10,1000),
ModelParameter("numOfInitialParticles",10,100,10000)),
SingleSimulator("nrm", NextReactionMethod()),
SingleSimulator("dm", DirectMethod())
) (DesiredSingleExecutionWallClockTime(seconds = 1),
TerminateWhen(MaxOverallNumberOfActions(100))
) (exists >> model | (hasProperty("qss") and
isFasterWCT("dm", "nrm", model)) )

Figure 6: Example scenario.
ExecutionTime (in s)

numerical results of each action, which will further help experimenters with their analysis.
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Figure 7: The first actions and corresponding simulation runs executed for the example in Figure 6.
in the planning domain. This causes the policy to again
select the model-sampling action, starting a new iteration.
Figure 7 shows this for the first nine actions and their corresponding simulation runs (if any), as executed by Alesia
for the given example. The generated report currently documents the sequence of actions and planning domain states.
Note that, while this example is still quite simple, it already involves a random sampling of model instances, simulator calibration (see above), and statistical testing. In the
future, we plan to support additional model properties (e.g.,
stiffness), hypotheses that refer to (multi-dimensional) parameter spaces, sophisticated sampling (e.g., w.r.t. model
structure), sets of simulator configurations, and advanced
analysis methods (as discussed in the next section).

5.

RELATED WORK

In contrast to approaches for defining and executing simulation experiments, such as SAFE [21] or SESSL [7], Alesia
shall automate experiment design and result analysis. Thus,
it can be used on top of these systems, but serves another
purpose and is restricted to simulator performance analysis
(at least for now).
Both the empirical analysis of algorithm performance and
the application of AI methods to automate experimentation, particularly in the life sciences [19], are areas of active
research. Experimental algorithmics [18], i.e., the empirical evaluation of algorithm performance, may guide software development [14] and may also lead to new theoretical insights [13]. Many techniques developed in this context are of particular interest to Alesia, as they correspond
to experiment actions in our prototype. For example, approaches to automatically configure parameterizable algorithms, such as F-Race [2] or ParamILS [16], can be used to
find the best configurations of two simulators before comparing them. Other methods, e.g., to find the most relevant
features for performance prediction [15] or to generate portfolios of simulation algorithms [5], will be useful as well.
To the best of our knowledge, AI planning has not yet been

considered to automate the performance analysis of simulation algorithms, nor are there dedicated software systems
that integrate techniques for their empirical analysis. Our
basic planning approach is currently quite similar to planners like MBP [1], but less efficient and less sophisticated.
Non-deterministic planning problems can also be solved by
representing them as Markov decision processes (e.g., [8, p.
379 et sqq.]) or as satisfiability problems (e.g., [8, p. 437
et sqq.]). Such approaches will be considered to extend the
capabilities of Alesia in the future.

6.

CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK

This paper introduces Alesia, a system to automate the
performance analysis of simulation algorithms. Alesia is
work in progress, so there are many open issues. For example, the expressiveness of the problem definition DSLs is
rather limited so far, and literals of the planning domain
are still represented by strings, which is error-prone. In the
next months, we plan to integrate our approaches to incremental performance analysis into the system, e.g., to support the analysis of individual simulator components [26].
Other topics of ongoing research are the integration of existing approaches for automatic simulator configuration (see
Section 5) and the support for distributed execution. Alesia
is open source; the repository with the current prototype can
be found at https://bitbucket.org/alesia/alesia-core.
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